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In Complete Charge of my Home Care by dave bell

I started my CSIL (Community
Supports for Independent
Living) program in August
2005.  Before that I was
receiving home care from
Richmond Health Services,
and was subject to their
scheduling whims, personnel
problems, and government
imposed and union rules.
Workers were only there for
personal help so no laundry,
no sweeping the floor, and so
on. I even had one worker tell
me that she was here to cook
for me but would not make a
meal for my daughter! It was
not uncommon to have four
different people each day.
Workers varied from very well
qualified on down. The
situation was clearly
untenable.

With the help of Elaine Foley
at the MS Society, we
prepared for CSIL: a care plan
that breaks the day into
morning, afternoon and
evening, then all the things
that had to be done and how
long each will take was
documented. This would
determine how much care
(read time) I would need. I
then sent an application letter,

including the care plan to my
case manager, requesting to
be placed on the CSIL
program.

Approval in November 2004
was subject to completion of
incorporation as a society,
signing a contract between the
VCHA and myself, setting up a
business bank account, and
preparing a back up plan.
Further, because I opted for
CSIL 2 (as opposed to CSIL
1)*, I had to set up a board of
directors for my nonprofit
society: incorporation was as
simple as finding people to be
on my board and mailing in the
correct forms and
required payment.
Three weeks later I
received the
Certificate of
Incorporation. The
backup plan is one
paragraph and
details what I will
do in case my
employee doesn’t
show up – again
not too difficult.
After incorporation,
I opened the bank
account at the
credit union. They

have community service
accounts which are specifically
for nonprofit societies (no
fees).  All this documentation
along with two signed versions
of my contract was sent to my
case manager.

Then I recruited my own home
support workers through an ad
in the Richmond Review.
Initially six people responded.
A friend helped with this
process. I now have two
employees: Wilma for five
days of the week and Elvis for
the other two.

continued on next page

smiling with CSIL
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cover story continuedcover story continuedcover story continuedcover story continuedcover story continued
I am responsible for my own
home care and “business”.
This program transfers the
administration from the
government to me to pay my
employees, so I have an
accountant. The program
allows $100/month for
accounting.

As an employer I have certain
responsibilities and
requirements as set out in the
Provincial Employment
Standards, Revenue Canada
and Workers Compensation.
This looks pretty heavy but in

fact is really just common
sense stuff and accounting.

I am very happy with CSIL. I
feel empowered and am in
control. I recommend this
program to anyone who needs
home care, from simple meal
preparation to 24/7 care.
Having two employees, I no
longer have to worry about
retraining; I know they can
cook for both my daughter and
me, clean my house, clean my
cat litter - whatever I ask within
reason. CSIL allows me to stay
safe, have my needs met, and

have the dignity and sense of
self worth that living in my own
home provides.

* CSIL 1 is for those who will
prepare for and administer
CSIL independently.

Editor’s note: For more on
CSIL, go to http://
www.healthservices.gov.bc.ca/
hcc/csil.html or speak with
your case manager at your
local health department.

Recently, actor and MS
spokesperson Terri Garr wrote
a book and has been on
several talk shows. She refers
to MS as a “scum-sucking pig
of a disease”. In the next
breath, she describes taking
the time to appreciate a
sunrise and stresses the value
of being grateful for what she
has. It’s hard to strike a
balanced life.  As much as
we try to dress up side
benefits: the patience,
empathy, and increased
understanding we may
develop, the words Multiple
Sclerosis permanently and
irrevocably altered us, and to
an extent those close to us,
from the first moment we heard
them.

by brenda worthingtonFriends
Being thrown into this new
world can be terrifying.
What about the
future? Even if
we don’t tell
anyone,
we

can
feel

isolated. If
we do make it

known, friends
and family can’t

relate. How could they?

One thing I would never
change is the friends made
because of MS. They come
from all backgrounds and I
would likely never otherwise

have met such a variety of
people. It is relaxing not
having to explain our
unique commonalities; they
also scout out the bathroom

locations in any new place;
fatigue means more than just
tired; and using a walker or
scooter does not elicit stares.
It’s easy to be around these
people. Their very existence
provides comfort, even if the
subject of MS rarely comes up.

No one would have chosen
this unpredictable journey, but
since it is here, we have to
walk it. That is why I so value
these friends. To them, I say,
thank you!
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The trouble with chronic
illness is that it doesn’t go
away. This concept should be
obvious since our illness is
defined as chronic. Even
though I understand this and
have had MS for sixteen years
now, I am still endlessly
surprised when I notice that I
am less mobile today than I
was this time last year.

Let me set a scene. It is mid-
December and tomorrow I
want to go to Vancouver to a
Hanukah party with a
community of people who I
adore. I moved out of town two
years ago, so I don’t see these
folks often. Today I am
attached to looking well. If I
look well then I am
succeeding, as opposed to
succumbing. Oops, there is
that success and failure thing
again.

We are all familiar with the
disease terminology we know
and love. When we say she
lost the battle with cancer, we
mean she died. We choose to
say she is fighting a
courageous battle with
Parkinson’s as if there is
another choice. I know better
than to make my dance with
MS into a battle, and even
though I know better, I still do
it. Battle, and the point of a
battle, is always to win or
succeed. What would succeed
mean to me other than I’d look
well to others? However, when

people say, “You look well,” I
feel aggravated that they have
no concept of the energy that
goes into my “looking well” for
them.

I do stuff to try and stay well -
get some exercise, eat
healthier. Then I start feeling a
bit better and I want more. I
move the goalpost and
continue to struggle a little
harder. Then something minor
happens like catching a cold,
and I am flattened, surprised
and bereft.
“Oh damn!” I say, “You again.”
“Yes,” she answers. “Did you
think I was leaving town?”
“No, I just thought you could
leave me alone for awhile.”
“Why would you still think that
after all these years?”
“One can hope,” I reply. “Is it
really too much to ask?”
“No,” she says, “not too much
to ask.  I know I take up more
space than you would like, but,
honey, we are sharing the

same body. It would be best if
we could get along.”
“It would be best, but I don’t
want you around,” I answer.
She laughs, “I am here
anyway.”

And the dance begins anew. I
have read all the books. I
know all about acceptance,
about living in today’s reality
not in what once was, about
being gentle with myself, not
blaming myself, focusing on
what I can do and on what I
have. I know it.

Sometimes I can even live it.
Sometimes for weeks at a time
I can befriend MS and befriend
my body and my soul as it is in
any given moment. Sometimes
I can almost do all that. And
sometimes I can’t do it at all.
Will I get to the party
tomorrow? I don’t know. The
trouble with this chronic illness
stuff is that it just doesn’t go
away.

The Trouble with Chronic Illness... by ellen frank

ellen (left) and friend
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Changes to CPP create work
opportunity

helping ourselves
by margaret hardy and brenda worthington

People with Multiple Sclerosis
are in various phases of
employment: some are able to
work full time, and others part
time.  Here is a new alternative
to consider. Could this be for
you?

Ruth was an office
administrator with an
insurance firm until a week
after her thirty-seventh
birthday. Then she was
involved in a serious car
accident. These injuries cut
her out of the full-time labour
force and destroyed her
confidence that she would ever
return to work
.
“We know the dilemma so
well,” says Margaret Hardy of
Reliable Business
Outsourcing. “You have skills
you want to offer, but a strictly
limited amount of energy.  You
can do an excellent job, but
you may not even be able to
put in a full day. The ideal
answer would be part-time
contract work, but how do you

develop a customer base
when your mobility and pep
are so restricted?”

Reliable Business
Outsourcing, funded by
Vancouver Foundation is an
innovative service designed to
level the playing field for
skilled contractors who have
self-declared disabilities. It
matches its contractors’
administrative,technical, trade
or professional skills to part-
time or full-time work by
marketing their services and
negotiating fees on their
behalf. It also offers
networking opportunities and
business guidance.

As a Reliable contractor, Ruth
now provides contract clerical
services, including word
processing and desktop
publishing. Other contractors
include Paul, a graphic
designer who works out of his
home in order to
accommodate his epilepsy,
and Sheila, who provides book
keeping services while coping
with fibromyalgia.
Services offered include
graphic arts, marketing,
clerical work and
bookkeeping—but they also
vary widely outside the typical
range of office skills. Qualified
contractors have been placed
in jobs such as renovation
carpentry, ESL tutoring,

seniors’ foot care and debt
collection.

Margaret Hardy is proud of
RELIABLE’s success, and
welcomes more contractors.
“With this program, business
owners get top-quality contract
service in all sorts of areas.
On the other hand, the
contractors can control their
workload and accommodate
their health needs, as well as
getting some social and
economic independence.  It’s
a win-win arrangement.”
Currently operating in the
Fraser Valley, Reliable will be
replicated in Vancouver in the
New Year.

For more information contact
Margaret Hardy or Suzanne
Work at 604.864.5770 (toll
free – 1.877.827 8249) or at
reliable@southfraser.com.
www.reliableoutsourcing.ca
Reliable Business Outsourcing
is a creative initiative and
employment strategy of
Community Futures South
Fraser.

Those on CPP may earn
$4100 in 2005 without losing
their disability benefit.
According to CPP’s January
2005 Staying in Touch, “If
you can work only once in a
while, you may be able to
earn more than $4,100 while
still receiving your benefit.”
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helping ourselves

I first met
Mary Lou
in March
of 1997.

She had been diagnosed with
MS in the summer of 1996,
followed by serious spinal
surgery in November. When
we met she was, not
unexpectedly, having great
difficulty coming to terms with
all that had happened in the
previous year.

Months after her surgery she
was still encased in a full body
suit. Far more alarming,
however, was the depth of her
depression. Her lack of self
worth was clearly evident as
she tearfully, and to me
inexplicably, toiled over dinner
for her family. We continued to
meet and talk over the next
few weeks, and then I did not
see her for some time.  In
spring when we met again it
was as though I was meeting
with another person. She was
friendly and buoyant, her eyes
shone. The sad, helpless
person had vanished.

As our friendship developed, I
found her to be bright,
gregarious and full of life.
Mary Lou, husband Richard,
and two young daughters had
moved to B.C. from
Newfoundland. She embodies
the rich history of ‘the Rock’.
Time spent with her is full of
laughter, compassion and

caring. She is the first to lend
a hand when my own MS
experience becomes difficult.

When the second episode of
depression occurred about
eighteen months later, I was
able to respond with greater
understanding. This time there
was no foreseen incident to
account for this fall into
despair. Again my friend hid
from the world, at times getting
out of bed an overwhelming
task, shopping beyond her
endurance, holding a
conversation without tears
impossible and sleep the only
and oft-unreachable safe
hiding place. As in the past, it
seemed medical intervention
and time were the only
avenues available.

For Mary Lou depression is
not an occasional blue day or
a difficult week brought on by
any one of life’s blows. The
brutal plunge into an all-
enveloping black tunnel of
despair is part of her MS
journey, just as mine is bouts
with blurred vision or vertigo.
Her doctors, neurologist and
psychologist agree that for her
this is one of the ways the
disease manifests itself.

 It is difficult to anticipate what
triggers an episode of
depression for Mary Lou: how
deep or how long it will be. At
the end of 2003, a

complication from the earlier
spinal surgery led to daily
hospital visits, copious
antibiotics and several smaller
surgical procedures over many
months. A second major
surgery brought results. Mary
Lou managed all this with
strength and good humour.
Clearly, stress alone doesn’t
precipitate depression.
Conversely, a year earlier
during a much-anticipated
move to a beautiful new home
found Mary Lou in one of her
darkest episodes, resulting in
a hospital stay.

It takes enormous courage to
live with this particularly
insidious aspect of MS.  Mary
Lou and I continue to share
great laughs: she with her rich,
bawdy Newfoundland humour
and I with my dry British
sensibility. I am aware,
nonetheless, of her daily effort
to maintain her equilibrium;
she works hard at keeping
herself busy and involved in
the community. In a society
where mental illness is still
talked about in whispers or
viewed as a sign of weakness,
I want to thank Mary Lou for
allowing me to share her very
personal experience. She
does so in the hope that
others isolated by depression
know they need not hide and
they are not alone.

Mary Lou and Me: Friendship,
Depression & Acceptance

by julia hall
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helping ourselves
None of us wants another diagnosis. MS is enough but…

Seasonal affective disorder (SAD) is a type of winter depression that affects an estimated half a
million people every winter, particularly during December, January and February. Although the
readers of Shared Voices may not be clinically diagnosed with SAD, we may experience some

degree of sadness when the clock falls back one hour on the last Saturday in October.

The long hours of daylight, the ease of dressing in just shorts and a T-shirt are gone for several
months. Cold, rain, slippery streets and the need to put on jackets, hats, mitts etc hamper going out

on excursions.

There are many things you can do to counteract the decreased daylight hours and the coming of
dark for 12 to 18 hours a day. Maintain lots of light in your home so that it is always bright; play music
that is both peaceful and fun; enjoy movies, TV shows, and e-mails from friends. Select light, easy to

read books. Most communities have a visiting library service. Call your local library and they will
willingly deliver to you a selection of books, CDs, and videos.

Get up at your usual time. Don’t be lured into staying in bed because it is dark or rainy. If you partake
in a regular exercise program don’t give it up. Make clothing fun to wear. Rather than pulling on

sweats that are dark in color, select bright colours and a sweatshirt with Mickey Mouse smiling at the
world.

On a sunny day go out to walk/wheel. Enjoy the crisp, brightly coloured leaves. On dark rainy days
look at the photographs you took in the summer, relive the moments of those fun times, put the

photos in an album, and start to get ready for Christmas.

Before we know it, the clock will be springing forward and we will once again have lots of daylight
and outdoor activities and too much heat!

Suggestions to beat the Winter Blues...

Self Help Groups

“Our Family/Friend Support Groups
continue to be held one Saturday morning a
month in Burnaby. We have the opportunity

to start a new group in Downtown
Vancouver.  The Family Members Support
Group is for family members over the age

of 18. The group provides a safe and
supportive setting for members to speak

openly about their experiences and
concerns in supporting a loved one with

MS. “

NEW support group/self help group starting
in Vancouver’s West End.

Group plans to meet monthly.

If you are interested in either group, call
Danielle at the Lower Mainland Chapter, MS

Society at 604.689.3144 or email
danielle.rippingale@mssociety.ca

by linda mcgowan
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chapter news

On Saturday, October 22, a group of woman who
felt the need organized a “Harvest Dinner and
Dance” to raise funds for people living with MS. 
This event took place at the East Delta Hall and
the evening included a delicious catered buffet
dinner that was followed by an evening of fun and
dancing. This foot stomping event raised close to
$2000! A special thank you to the woman who
made this event so successful: Denise Milliard,
Marg Elligott, Beverley Johansen, Arlene Lima,
Marjorie Evans, Verla Harris, Gwen Archer,
Frances Haslop, Susan Edgecombe, Ardelle
Murfitt and Maggie Beausoleil.

 

The Peer Support
Program

In May 2005 the BC Division Board of Directors presented the LMC with a cheque for $2,500 to
acknowledge the volunteer and staff support given to the March 2005 Special Event – Teri Garr
Presentation held at the Pan Pacific Centre. The LMC would like to express its appreciation to the BC
Division and thank the employees and volunteers for helping make the event such a success.

A Special Thank YouA Special Thank YouA Special Thank YouA Special Thank YouA Special Thank You

Ever thought of training to become a Peer
Support Volunteer? The philosophy behind

the Peer Support Program is that peers
can provide a crucial type of support that

someone without MS or a professional
cannot. This program provides a match

with trained volunteers to help individuals
explore issues, share information and
experiences on the challenges of living
with MS. This spring the LMC will be

holding a training session for new
volunteers and a workshop for existing

volunteers. Please contact Elaine Foley for
more information at 604.689.3144 or email

at elaine.foley@mssociety.ca

looking for volunteers

Should you wish to join the newsletter please
email me at sonja.leborgne@mssociety.ca

with “add to EPP newsletter” in the subject title.

EPP
The Equipment Provision Program has a

brand new email newsletter!  This newsletter is
created with the intension to maintain and

encourage contact between the EPP and OT’s,
PT’s, nurses, social workers and other health

professionals around the province.

Harvesting Money for the MS Society!
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out & about
The following suggestions will not appeal to everyone, but  something may fit your personality,

energy, schedule and lifestyle. These programs are adapted for people with disabilities:
 

Yoga in VancouverYoga in VancouverYoga in VancouverYoga in VancouverYoga in Vancouver
     
Yoga West 2662 West 4th Avenue (between
Stephens and Trafalgar)
Introduction to Adapted Kundalini Yoga Class
Sunday afternoons ongoing @ 15:00-16:30
starting November 6, 2005.
Cost: $7 for the first Drop-In, $10/class with a
‘pack of five’ purchase.  Class will be taught by
IKYTA Certified Guru Beant Singh (Justin Tilson)
and assisted by Siri Om Kaur (Lisa Hislop).
Beant is a T6 paraplegic and Siri Om is a T12
incomplete paraplegic.
 

G. F. Strong
Two classes, both taught by a physiotherapist.
Wednesday 14:30 to 15:45 on raised mats or
Thursday 1815 to 1930 no raised mats (assistance
for transfers is available),
Cost: $6-$8 (sliding scale)
For more information call Cindy 604.785.9642

Yoga in West VancouverYoga in West VancouverYoga in West VancouverYoga in West VancouverYoga in West Vancouver
This class has been in existence for three years. It is designed specifically for people with multiple

sclerosis. Running quarterly, the next session is from January to April 2006.
Cost:: $150.00 for 14 classes  Friday mornings from 10:15-11:30
Registration: 604.925.7270  Davida (coordinator) 604.925.7223

Website: www.westvancouver.ca

Tai ChiTai ChiTai ChiTai ChiTai Chi

Surrey
106-13471 76th Avenue

604.507.0700
Fri.  10:30-1130

Vancouver
220-440 W. Hastings Street

604 681.6600
Mon., Tues., Fri.  10:00-11:00G. F. Strong

Wednesday  1745  No cost
For information call Janet Susi

  604.734.1313

There are a number of Health Recovery (adapted) Tai Chi classes aimed at
providing specific programs to those with health concerns and to people with
disabilities. You may visit one class as a guest.  Membership in the Tai Chi
society (required) is $20.  Attendance at the class is by donation.  

compiled by linda mcgowan

The following days and locations
 are currently available:
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out & about

An evening spent listening to this choir will provide inspiration, energy,
relaxation and fun.  Admission is by donation. 
Saint Andrew Wesley Church is on the corner of Burrard and Nelson.
Wheelchair access is on the north side of the church off Nelson.

This concert is usually sold out so it is recommended that you arrive early,
 
The February concert of the soul gospel jazz choir celebrates Black history month, and the
steel drum band is often part of the encapsulating music. Date and location are not yet available:
Call 604 876.3363 in January. 
 

 
Historic Stewart Farm is a restored 1984 farmhouse with a barn and gardens located at 13723
Crescent Road in South Surrey.  Between 12:00 and 16:00 on the weekends of November 26/27
and December 3/4 and10/11 the house, decorated for a Victorian Christmas, is open to visitors and
sampling of seasonal baking. On December 17th 12:00-20:00, the farm has an open house to celebrate
Christmas. Throughout the winter, there is a guided ‘Tour & Tea’. Each Tuesday this is a daytime
event.
 
The farmhouse is wheelchair accessible on the ground floor where most activity takes place.
Washrooms are accessible. Entry fees are by donation, suggested $2.00 for an adult. The guided
‘Tour and Tea’ is $5.25 per adult and requires advance booking. Located in the Elgin Heritage Park,
with ample free parking and is on the community bus route. This is a wonderful place to sample the
pleasure of Christmas from a bygone era. For information call 604.592.6056
 
The Annual Christmas Sail Past marks the beginning of the festive season and this year will be
held on December 3, 17:00-19:00.  As darkness falls, local watercraft, sailboats and yachts, each
festooned with seasonal lights, sail past the boardwalk and the pier. On the boardwalk, by the White
Rock museum, hot chocolate is on hand and good old Santa makes his first appearance of the
season, turning on the pier lights. Accessible parking is close to the boardwalk. Community buses
reach the pier and boardwalk. This free outing with friends or family is a great way to begin the
season. Watch the local Peace Arch News newspaper for additional information.

Christmas in White Rock

Soul Gospel Jazz Choir - Celebration ofSoul Gospel Jazz Choir - Celebration ofSoul Gospel Jazz Choir - Celebration ofSoul Gospel Jazz Choir - Celebration ofSoul Gospel Jazz Choir - Celebration of
ChristmasChristmasChristmasChristmasChristmas

Gift wrapping, by donation, is available in both Metrotown and
Metropolis Centres. Volunteers will make your purchases look
special and appealing. Profits benefit the MS Society. 
 

Under the Tree

Holiday CelebrationsHoliday CelebrationsHoliday CelebrationsHoliday CelebrationsHoliday Celebrations
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BURNABY  - Lawrence
Phone 604.552.5560

METROTOWN –  Sam
Phone 604.273.7574

LADNER/TSAWASSEN - Elaine
Phone 604.946.6658

LANGLEY - Dennis
Phone: 604.533.7655

NORTH SHORE - Edgemont
Gerry
Phone  604.987.6701

NORTH SHORE-
Lions Gate Hospital
Julie
Phone 604.988.9321

RICHMOND - Pat
Phone 604.271.6065

SURREY -  Pat
Phone 604.594.1951

TRI-CITIES - Diana
Phone 604.941.5122

VANCOUVER
Kitsilano - Evelyn
Phone 604.739.6970
East Vancouver - coming soon

WHITE ROCK - Debbie
Phone 604.531.2058

Wendy
Phone 604.464.9133

Gloria
Phone 604.941.0791

happenings

Wellness Group

FRASER HEALTH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
CLINIC

Neurorehabilitation and You
Dr Elliott Weiss

Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation Physician

Saturday January 28th, 2006
10am to 12 noon

Optimizing your body’s health and maximizing your potential
using new treatments, physiotherapy and more

Everyone with MS and their caregivers are welcome. You do not
have to be a patient at Fraser Health MS Clinic to attend.

RSVP to 604.412.6405 or nmbeau@shaw.ca

The MS Global Dinner Party is a collaboration between the MS
Society of Canada and the Multiple Sclerosis International
Federation. It began in 2003 as the first event of its kind to
unite people worldwide in raising vital funds for both international
MS research and the development of MS societies around the
world.  The concept is simple: host a dinner party and instead of
bringing wine or a gift, guests are asked to make a donation to
the MS Society of Canada. Join people worldwide on Saturday,
February 25, 2006 in the fight against multiple sclerosis and
help end the effects of this life-long disease. Money raised
through the MS Global Dinner party will be directed to research
both at home in Canada as well as international projects. Canada
is a key leader in establishing world-class research projects.
For more information – call   604.689.3144 or  www.mssociety.ca/
en/events/gdparty/default.htm

A Dinner Party!!A Dinner Party!!A Dinner Party!!A Dinner Party!!A Dinner Party!!

ongoing & open...

Our Mission: To be a
leader in finding a cure for

multiple sclerosis and
enabling people affected by
MS to enhance their quality

of life.
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recognition night

This year the MS Society, BC Division organized a wonderful evening of recognition on October 19 at
the Coast Plaza Hotel in Vancouver. The recognition evening is an opportunity for the MS Society to
say thank you to all those who have contributed to the lives of people affected by multiple sclerosis.

Two members of the LMC Board received special recognition:

Wendy Galt, past LMC Board Member received the Presidents Award.

Debbie Hazlett, LMC Board Member received the Division Award of Merit—Member.

A very special thank you to Debbie Hazlett and Wendy Galt; your incredible contributions are greatly
appreciated by the MS Society. Together we are working towards finding a cure and enabling people

affected by MS to enhance their quality of life.

guest speaker lori wikdahl jason campbell thanking MC gabrielle veto

debbie hazlett (left) receiving her award from brenda worthington
& rick cuttell

wendy galt accepting her award from don
carroll
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following up

The Lower Mainland Chapter Board of Directors
On October 22, 2005, the LMC held its Annual General Meeting.
Bonnie Friesen from Vancouver Parks and Recreation spoke on
adapted Fitness. The turn out was fantastic and all members enjoyed
a light lunch, socializing and learning about different fitness programs
in the community and how to access them.
The following individuals were elected for the 2005-2006 Board of
Directors:

Diana Calder – Chair
Brenda Worthington – Vice Chair, Chair of the Client Services

Committee
Claudette Friesen- Treasurer/Secretary, Chair of the Public

Education Committee
Debbie Hazlett, Chair of the Fundraising Committee

Members at Large:
Dave Bell, Dorit Hoffmann, Ron Jones, Beth Tutiah.

At the end of November, the False Creek Race and Canoe
Club (FCRCC) will determine a practice schedule for

dragon boat teams. Our team, consisting of MS paddlers, friends
and family, will need to choose a time that works for us to get
together at the facility in False Creek and practice.

Putting together a team of 22 paddlers along with many other
enthusiastic supporters is our hope. Please encourage others you
know with MS to join us.  A team of fundraisers is busy searching
for sponsors to cover the cost of a once a week practice session.
The FCRCC will provide us with the dragon boat, the paddles,
and the life vests for a cost of $1400 for the year.

Our goal is to be the first MS Dragon Boat Team to enter the
Alcan Dragon Boat Festival next summer. We can make it happen.
Let’s raise our paddles together and take the first dip.

We’re  Making Waves!We’re  Making Waves!We’re  Making Waves!We’re  Making Waves!We’re  Making Waves!


